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This edited collection explores LGBTQ+ literature for young readers around the world, and
connects this literature to greater societal, political, linguistic, historical, and cultural concerns.
It brings together contributions from across the academic and activist spectra, looking at
picture books, middle-grade books and young adult novels to explore what is at stake when we
write (or do not write) about LGBTQ+ topics for young readers. The topics include the
representation of sexualities and gender identities; depictions of queer families; censorship;
links between culture, language and sexuality/gender; translation of LGBTQ+ literature for
young readers; and self-publishing. It is the first collection to expand the study of LGBTQ+
literature for young readers beyond the English-speaking world and to draw cross-cultural
comparisons.
‘Absolutely loved this book! One of the best books I've read in ages… a gripping read that I
both couldn't wait to finish but also didn't want to end.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars As a
teenager in Chicago, May always dreamed of travelling the world. So when she falls in love
with George Turner, she can’t wait to return to London as his wife. Two beautiful daughters
follow, but George isn’t the husband he promised to be. Ten years on, May is wondering if
she’s made a terrible mistake. The Great War has been declared in Europe, and all around,
brave young men are being called up to serve. George, banned from conscription himself, has
taken to the bottle, and May suspects he’s seeing other women too. He even sends her
beloved daughters away to school. She misses them terribly every day. Then May meets
veteran nurse Elsie, who persuades May to join the war effort. May knows nothing of nursing –
it will be difficult, dangerous work, but her heart is telling her it’s the right thing to do and the
only way to carve out a life for herself and her daughters away from George. But then George
does the unthinkable and May’s children are put at risk. Miles away on the front line and
unable to reach them, will May be reunited with her little girls before it’s too late? A gripping
wartime drama, perfect for fans of Soraya M. Lane, Daughters of the Night Sky and Kathryn
Hughes. Readers love Daughters of War: ‘I simply adored Daughters of War… once in a while
a book comes along that just burrows its way into the heart of me, that stirs my soul. This is
one such book… I spent quite a bit of this book trying to swallow the lump in my throat or wiping
my eyes… God, I could gush and gush about Daughters of War… Her writing is sublime, her
plotting is perfection and her characters are fantastic. This is one special book.’ Short Book
and Scribes, 5 stars ‘This is the perfect book to read for the 100-year anniversary of the end of
World War One… The descriptions and writing by this author are spot on and it made me feel
so emotional… This was such a wonderful read, which certainly tugged at my heart-strings. I
loved this author’s writing and it was so realistic that I felt like I was actually there. A perfect
read and a perfect tribute to the wonderful women who did their duty as War Nurses.’ Stardust
Book Reviews ‘I couldn’t wait to get started on the book… Oh my word, this was one hell of an
emotive read… I was hooked from the moment I picked the book up… I had a great great Aunt,
who was a nurse during the First World War and to read this book made me feel closer to her…
The more I read, the more I wanted to read and the quicker the pages turned… I just wanted the
book to continue… I would definitely recommend this author and her books to other readers.’
Ginger Book Geek, 5 stars ‘An unputdownable book that had me reading under the covers, so
keen was I to find out what happened next… fabulous.’ Julie Davis, 5 stars ‘Absolutely loved
this book! One of the best books I've read in ages, even with my love of wartime novels!
Brilliant story and characters and a gripping read that I both couldn't wait to finish but also
didn't want to end. Can't wait to read more from the author now.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘I absolutely loved it. A beautiful wartime story… I wouldn't expect anything less from Lizzie
Page. She always delivers in spades.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Lizzie Page has such
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great ways of describing events and places… I loved the characters and the story was brilliant.
Definitely a must-read war time story. I can't wait to read Lizzie Page's next book!’ Booking
Good Read, 5 stars
Amayra, a happy and effervescent girl who lives in a world of her own dreams succumbs to an
evil predator at her ideal workplace. She loved her work and admired her Idol, but he had
another face that was hidden beneath a benevolent mask. Distressed and disappointed,
contesting to authenticate the truth, she fights and gets justice for herself. But then,
traumatized by that event, she gives up her antecedent belief to trust anybody until she meets
someone unexpectedly who comes into her life from nowhere and sweeps her off her feet. An
enchanting and thoughtful love story that speaks to all of us about the harsh evils of the
present era and how the power of love and goodness triumphs over evil and makes
disappointments and despair fade away.
Daisy Upton has two little kids. She loves them - but they drive her mad. To stop the endless
'what's next, mum?' when they were really tiny, she started to come up with quick, easy games
using stuff from around the house. And @FiveMinuteMum was born.This book is a collection of
over 150 fun games that take five minutes to set up and, even more crucially five minutes to
tidy up again- a recipe book for guilt-free parenting. From pasta posting to alphabet knock
down, all of the ideas draw on Daisy's time as a teaching assistant to sneak some learning into
the fun, and help those who spend time with little kids feel like the daunting is doable!
Having clear boundaries is essential to a healthy, balanced lifestyle. A boundary is a personal
property line that marks those things for which we are responsible. In other words, boundaries
define who we are and who we are not. Boundaries impact all areas of our lives: Physical
boundaries help us determine who may touch us and under what circumstances -- Mental
boundaries give us the freedom to have our own thoughts and opinions -- Emotional
boundaries help us to deal with our own emotions and disengage from the harmful,
manipulative emotions of others -- Spiritual boundaries help us to distinguish God's will from
our own and give us renewed awe for our Creator -- Often, Christians focus so much on being
loving and unselfish that they forget their own limits and limitations. When confronted with their
lack of boundaries, they ask: - Can I set limits and still be a loving person? - What are
legitimate boundaries? - What if someone is upset or hurt by my boundaries? - How do I
answer someone who wants my time, love, energy, or money? - Aren't boundaries selfish? Why do I feel guilty or afraid when I consider setting boundaries? Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr.
John Townsend offer biblically-based answers to these and other tough questions, showing us
how to set healthy boundaries with our parents, spouses, children, friends, co-workers, and
even ourselves.
Still Hanging: Using Performance Texts to Deconstruct Racism provides a variety of
performance texts of different lengths, powerful imagery, recognizable situations, discussion
questions and a “Racism and AntiRacism Bibliography” for students, faculty and others
interested in deconstructing racism and constructing an anti-racist perspective.
Mayimouna, a beautiful outstanding attorney. Jean-Louis, a remarkable handsome high level
public servant. Both enviable African young elites. They met at university where they studied.
They lost sight of one another, then met again for the beginning of the most unique romance.
Marriage, three sweet intelligent kids, professional success and an exceptional bliss,
apparently designed to be etermal. Then, ambition versus possession, Mayimouna's growing
fame versus Jean-Louis's fear to lose "His Mayi". Till which extent will he go to keep her next to
him? Unsuspected thoughts and feelings, generating unimaginable behaviors: Jean-Louis, renamed "Jay" by his loving wife, will commit the unspeakable, using their children! And
unavoidably, the bunch of consequences will blow up: harshly, painfully, undescribably: anger,
disappointment, incomprehension, revolt, self-flagellation... Will Mayi ever forgive Jay?
Revelation of the human being as a tremendously complex entity, absolutely unfigurable,
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definitely unpredictable. But what never lacked between these two ones was love: love in all its
facets and angles, with the most incredible occurencies... THE NEVER-ENDING LOVE", a
panting love and human adventure in which Helena, Mayimouna's brave mother won't be left
behind. Neither will be Angelina, her so faithful maid...

We all think that one sided love is painful but what if your life depends only on one
person whom you love with all your heart. Love has no boundaries even if your beloved
lives across seven oceans still your destiny will draw you near him. This is a story of a
simple Indian girl Nalini and a dominating, powerful, ruthless CEO Jamarion Night
whom all world is afraid of because of his beastly nature. He will get her at any cost, he
promised to himself while wearing his suit. "You're mine and always till eternity." From
the moment he laid eyes on her, he knows she belongs to only him. He was going to
claim her without her consent. Till what limit he will go to get her. Let's dive into a story
of deep and possessive love.
The wife of an Anglican bishop could expect a life of peace and comfort. But Benjamin
Kwashi is the bishop of Jos in Nigeria, a place that is torn by Muslim-Christian violence.
Gloria Kwashi has had her home burnt down and has endured rape and beatings. One
of the beatings left her blinded, until surgery was able to restore her sight. Despite this,
she continues to reach out to widows and orphans and supports her husband in his
remarkable ministry in Northern Nigeria. This book is a record of love and endurance
that should stimulate us to examine our own lives and how we respond to adversity.
Gathered in this charming little book are prayers in pairs: One for you, Mom, and a
corresponding one for your children. Each set covers a topic dear to your mother's
heart--your children's relationship with the Lord, their growth in faith, their health, family
and friends, and so much more.
'Having a baby is like watching two very inefficient removal men trying to get a very
large sofa through a very small doorway, only in this case you can't say, "Oh, sod it,
bring it through the French windows"' Victoria Wood 'It's not easy being a mother. If it
were, fathers would do it' Dorothy, The Golden Girls Motherhood is a tough job and a
serious business. Which means there's all the more reason to step back and see the
funny side of it, and Just Like Mum Says is packed with humorous insights and wry
observations on all matters maternal. Tracing the course of mothering through
pregnancy, the terrible twos, the teenage years and the empty nest, Just Like Mum
Says includes wise and witty words from celebrated matriarchs from Marge Simpson to
Sharon Osbourne, and Victoria Beckham to Victoria Wood. In short, Just Like Mum
Says amuses, delights, enlightens and touches the heart - just like Mum. 'When my
husband comes home, if the kids are still alive, I figure I've done my job' Roseanne
Father Dolan cites the reasons for his concern over the future of the Catholic Church in
America. He sees Catholic becoming a conditionally defined word rather than what it
should mean: a life unconditionally lived. He believes misinformation on a number of
current contentious issues coupled with apathetic responses to erroneous conclusions
and scandalous behavior is at fault. In this significantly revised edition of his previously
published book, We Are A House Divided , Father Dolan addresses all of these issues.
He then offers some recommendations to strengthen the Church in these troubled
times. He hastens to remind us it is our religion that defines us not a political party, nor
the State, nor our personal status whether it is high or low. It is our religion which must
permeate every aspect of our lives whether at work, or at play, while resting or voting. It
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is only then that we can fulfill Jesus' directive to change the world. (Mt. 28: 19)
Kartik fell in love with Ashima the very first time he saw her. She was everything he had
ever imagined in his dream girl – his Angel. As their friendship bloomed into deep love,
culminating into marriage, he became her Teddy, her confidant and an eternal support.
But in trying to be with her, Kartik made a choice that broke his father's heart and
hopes. As Kartik and Ashima gear up to step into the next phase of their relationship,
life seems like an overload of joy and love. He is confident his love for Ashima will win
over all odds, even his father. Little did he know that things were going to change
drastically, forever. Why does Ashima marry someone else? Why does Kartik accept it
silently? And why is life so unpredictable? This is a story of deep love that knows no
bounds, relationships that break all barriers, and a promise – I am Always Here with
You.
Meet: Hadiza- Level-headed. Devout. Loving. To the outside world and her closest
friends, her life seems picture perfect- fairytale marriage, loving husband, and an
adorable son. But Hadiza knows better. Her husband is having an affair, and it looks
like her world is set to crumble any moment... Aisha- Wise. Intelligent. Kind. Hadiza's
closest pal. Married to the love of her life, runs a thriving business and it seems life
couldn't be better. But Aisha is keeping a grave secret from her husband. A secret that
threatens to destroy everything she's worked so hard to achieve... Jemima - Boisterous.
Optimistic. Funny. At least that's how she appears to the world. Envies Hadiza to the
point of obsession. She wants to BE Hadiza... and it's taking a toll on her own marriage.
Her husband has had enough and decides to spring a surprise on her... MuslimahBold. Daring. Grounded. Has a strong aversion to the male species, due to a traumatic
childhood experience. Similar trials plague her for most of her adult life. No one
suspects but Muslimah secretly blames God for all her woes... Follow the journey of
four friends as they battle to find happiness, absolution, and redemption.
Mothers, especially those endowed with womanhood, will ever remain precious,
influential and inspirational. In this novel, the author explores the life of a particular
woman from teenage ages up to the time she has turned 83 on how her life history has
inspires the author and other people around. Lindokuhle (wait for good things) struggles
in life through thick and thin to better her life, that of her biological family and that of
people around her. She fends for her children and commands respect for a husband
who returns love for hatred; respect for disrespect for years. Lindokuhle is depicted
here as the modern proverbs 31 woman. She finally wins her husband’s love proving to
the world that love can turn a stony heart into jelly.
"This book is a tribute to mostly unsung heroines of our lives; our mothers. The book is a
precious and playful banter between a 70-year-old traditional Punjabi mother and her 45-yearold part-Punjabi, part-cosmopolitan, part-traditional, part-rebel daughter, trying to get along
with each other while sliding down the chute of daily life. Based in a Punjabi household, the
book has a universal appeal as the author has translated every Punjabi dialogue or expression
written in ‘Gurmukhi’ script, into English. The book has a very large-hearted witty approach to
life's molehills and mountains alike."
TEEN AGE IS A PERIOD OF LIFE WHEN A PERSON GOES UNDER SEVERAL CHANGES
BOTH MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY, LEADING TO MAKE A PERSON INTROVERT OR UN
EXPRESSIVE.THIS ANTHOLOGY,"TEEN WRITERS", CONSISTS OF 100 CO-AUTHORS
INCLUDING COMPLIERS KHUSHI AGRAWAL AND YOGITA SONI. THERE ARE VARIOUS
THEMES ND GENRES COVERED IN THIS ANTHOLOGY, GIVING OPPORTUNITY TO
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EXPRESS YOURSELF WITHOUT ANY RESTRICTIONS. LANGAUGE OF THIS BOOK IS
ENGLSIH AND HINDI. HOPE AUTHORS AND READERS WILL WELCOME THIS
ANTHOLOGY AND TELL US THEIR VALUABLE REVIEW TO GROW MORE.
Representing the best Italian-American contributions to American literature, this
comprehensive anthology of fiction, poetry, journalism, and essays ranges from the 1800s to
the present day and includes both classic works and previously unpublished pieces from Don
DeLillo, Mario Puzo, Gay Talese, Louise DeSalvo, and others. Original.
130+ simple recipes for weaning your baby with the foods you and your family love to eat too!
Let Rebecca Wilson, the mummy behind @whatmummymakes, show you how to cook simple,
healthy, and delicious meals to wean your baby, while also feeding the rest of the family.
Organized by type of meal, you'll be able to whip up breakfasts, lunches, and main meals for
everyone to enjoy in 10, 15, and 30 minutes. Rebecca's recipes are fresh, accessible,
nutritious, and most importantly made with the whole family in mind - which marks this book
out from others in the field. Her philosophy is that parents can wean their babies by eating
alongside them, adapting grown-up food for babies. Apart from the numerous joys and benefits
of sharing family meals, her vision offers the perfect chance for adults to rethink how they eat,
too. Rather than putting baby first and opting for fast, unhealthy options themselves, every
parent is encouraged to share in nutritious and delicious meals as they introduce their little
ones to new foods for the first time. Alongside the recipes, there are a number of features and
tips for making life that little bit easier, from learning how to freeze your food to ingredients you
should avoid and nutritional food profiles. Every recipe is suitable for babies from 6 months and
is nutritionist approved.
Vidya Sharma is a simple girl, her mind filled with perplexities and daydreams. She belongs to
an upper middle-class family who pampers and shields her all the time. She falls in love with
her childhood friend Aadesh. While she is head over heels for him, his feelings aren’t
readable. On one hand, his attitude and gestures scream of his deep love for her; his words,
on the other, paint a contradictory picture. To divert her attention from all of this she begins to
focus more on her studies, only to discover her passion for writing. But before she could take
her first step towards her dreams, her family begins to search for a matrimonial alliance for her.
Her opinions don’t matter in their criteria for a perfect son-in-law. Amidst this chaos enters
Ravi, the embodiment of her family’s perception of an ideal match. Entangled in the web of
confusion and conspiracies, Vidya almost lands at the altar of her wedding with Ravi. Seems
like a simple triangular love story. Isn’t it? But why does it suddenly veer to the burns care
section of a hospital? And where will Vidya’s story take off from here?
It can be hard waiting for mummy to come home in the evening, but once she's there it is the
best time of the day. This soothing, rhythmic book celebrates that magical time when both
parent and child wind down for the day and prepare for bed. Heartwarming pictures offer a rare
insight into the special nighttime rituals shared by a working parent and a child.
Bob and Brenda are back yet again with another new Joke Book. Join the many followers and
buy the Joke books that are taking the world of humour by storm. Loads more adult humour
jokes. If you only ever buy three Joke books, buy Bob and Brenda's Joke books.
The novel interrogates the dynamics of challenging relationships, betrayals, forgiveness, and
healing. When the pressure of having a male child becomes overwhelming, Adaugo seeks for
ways to save her failing marriage. She blames her husband's infidelity on her inadequacies.
The many marital challenges she experiences seem to be machinations of her fate. Nothing
seems to save her marriage but Adaugo's love for her daughters. Will she leave, or will she
stay to fight for her marriage? She turns to God and finds strength, not just to move on, but to
extend forgiveness to her husband.

What would happen when an innocent girl is sold to a brothel without her
consent? Would her saviour provide her the freedom she wants or would she just
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tumble into another hell? Let's find out...
Phoebe wants to know why her Mummy and Mumma aren't married. She's
mighty confused when Mumma tells her that the Prime Minister won't let them but she's not going to let that stop her. Phoebe gets busy organising a surprise
wedding and everyone is invited, even the PM! But will he make it to the party on
time?
A STORY OF LOVE,BETRAYAL AND TRUST.SHE LOVED HIM,BUT COULD
HER PAST COME TO PLAY AND HINDER HER CHANCE OF HAVING HIM
FOREVER...................
Why had Rafael Alejandro come back? In the five years since her marriage
ended, Sarah Alejandro has kept herself and her beloved twins out of the lime
light and away from men like her husband. But now he's walked back into her life
with the same whirlwind of passion that he once ruthlessly used to seduce her.
Rafael hasn't changed, he's still the thrillingly dangerous man she fell in love with.
But Sarah won't let the desire that still burns between them ignite—she can't. Not
if she is to keep her heart from going up in flames…again!
Is my baby not well? When can I introduce my baby to solid foods? Becoming a
new mother can be an exciting yet overwhelming time. No matter how prepared
you are, there will always be many confusing moments, opinions and a whole lot
of drama! And just like any other new mom, Esha Deol Takhtani was faced with
many such questions soon after the birth of her two daughters-Radhya and
Miraya. One day, when one of her baby girls was throwing a tantrum, Esha
decided to come up with a plan, one that would ensure her child eats right and is
happy in the process! And thus began her adventures in motherhood. With the
help of her cook, nurse and some of the best paediatricians in Mumbai, she set
off on a journey to document her experiences in motherhood in the hope that it
would help other mothers too. Packed with advice, tips, stories and easy and
delicious recipes for toddlers, Amma Mia reflects the personal journey of one
woman's transformation into a mother. Informative and easy to follow, this book
will help new mothers navigate the ups and downs of raising a healthy toddler
and make their child fall in love with food.
TAILED Tailed is the story of a family of five helplessly bound by the power of a
curse It tells the story of: A father who couldn't love his wife A mother who felt
neglected and found temporary love elsewhere; One daughter, extremely
promiscuous One son who became a hard truant; And another daughter who was
always ill. For years it was hopeless. Until suddenly they found Hope and a
different kind of power The power that can break any curse. Dupe Olorunjo is an
inspirational fiction writer who loves to create stories to challenge her readers to
consider life changing possibilities sometimes outside their normal reach. She is
also the author of 'The Aireginan Dream'. Dupe lives in Lagos Nigeria with her
husband Adebayo, who pastors their local church, the Gethsemane Parish of The
Redeemed Christian Church of God. There she has a good time working with
teenagers and contributing to the church magazine.
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They say little girls are made of sugar and spice and everything nice. That
innocent baby in the cot will one day become a sister, a mother, a wife, a
daughter-in-law. A girl's first—and sometimes final—teacher is her mother. From
first steps to first kiss, marriage to motherhood, mothers are the coach and
counsellor in every girl's life. In this collection curated by veteran editor and writer
Theresa Tan, mothers write letters to their daughters who may one day become
mothers themselves. At times hilarious, mostly brutally honest, these are noholds-barred, one-sided conversations between moms and their girls: values to
impart, mistakes to learn from, wisdom to pass on, confessions to make,
gratitude to express. These letters will make you laugh, weep and hug your child.
Includes notes on lipstick and taking care of your body; how to survive marriage
(and divorce); stupid things never to do; making hard decisions; living life with
passion; raising children and caring for aging parents; carrying on family
traditions; focusing on what truly matters in life. Contributors include: Adlena OhWong, Amy Poon, Ng Choong San, Cynthia Chew, Dawn Lee, Dawn Sim, Janet
Goh, Jennifer Heng, Jenny Wee, Kalthum Ahmad, Karen Tan, Landy ChuaMoosa, Loretta Urquhart, Paige Parker, Petrina Kow, Sangeeta Mulchand, Shaan
Moledina-Lim, Chiong Xiao Ting, Lin Xiuzhen, Yen Chua and Zalina Gazali
Toshica Carmichael's life was on track in every way possible. Married right out of
high-school to the love of her life everything was going according to plan. College
educations and multiple degrees, business owners and home owners. The only
thing Toshica needed to make her life complete was a baby. The only thing her
husband Blair needed to feel complete was another wife. Blair Carmichael felt
Black men who simply cheated on their wives were beneath him That wasn't the
type of man he was. Blair was the type of man who did everything with purpose.
It would never cross his mind to leave his wife Toshica. After all , she was his rib.
Blair just felt like every Black man needed more than one rib. Tags: ebooks,
freebies, urban fiction free, african american , Urban Fiction, African American
Romance, Urban Romance, Black Romance, Black Authors, Urban books black
authors, urban books black authors , african american books, free books, free full
books by candace mumford, urban romance,ms.bam,interracial romance,AfricanAmerican romance
By the time they reach eighteen, Joni and Caycee have been best friends their entire
lives—growing up at each other's houses, as close as sisters. But everything changes
when Joni's grandmother, who raised her, dies, and Lewis comes to town. Within a few
months, Joni has left to go to college hundreds of miles away without even saying
goodbye to Caycee, who is left behind, bewildered, hurt, and aching with loneliness.
Not even being married to Lewis and carrying his child can fill the hole left by Joni's
mysterious departure and subsequent silence. When their premature baby dies, Lewis's
lack of love for Caycee and their very different reactions become clear—and finding an
infant girl named Madisin left on their doorstep only complicates matters further. In the
same marriage and under the same roof, they live vastly different emotional lives. Only
years later, when tragedy strikes Caycee and Lewis again and Joni is persuaded to
return, is the truth about Joni's disappearance brought to light. She and Caycee are
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finally reconciled, but with consequences far greater than anyone could have imagined.
This novel, woven together in the voices of its five main characters, reveals the
complexity of human nature in its portrayal of fierce love, searing grief, self-hatred,
surprising tenderness, and attraction that survives even while it destroys. In the end,
one question remains: in a world where intentions don't always have the expected
outcomes, should the truth prevail in every situation, regardless of the cost?
A phantom rectum is the least of Aki’s problems; at least it behaves itself in public. No,
it’s her stoma that has a mind of it’s own, gurgling and rumbling without any sense of
propriety. Standing in the middle of the grocery shop, her trolley half full, her pouch fit to
bursting, there’s a slight fug in the air and her fellow shoppers start to take notice. Oh,
the humiliation… Aki had not expected to live life with a colostomy bag. But then, does
anyone expect a routine colonoscopy to result in a punctured intestine? To hell with it!
It’s not the end of the world and millions of people with colostomy bags live normal
lives. As for Aki, given she’s Japanese, this falls front and centre into her psyche for
hygiene and cleanliness. The only spanner in the works: she has married an
Englishman, seemingly raised by wolves, happy to clean his hands on the inside of his
pockets and eat food that has fallen on the floor. This could get messy!
A remarkable couple with different complexions is featured in this interracial romance
novel. Their amazing relationship comes together in an unexpected and surprising way,
and blooms until one partner leaves town because of the negative reaction of their
parents. Stella is smart, sexy, and gorgeous. She is also black and finds love in the
eyes of a white man. Brandon has claimed her heart, but Stella’s mother believes that
black people should only associate with their own race. Brandon’s parents also don’t
approve of their engagement. Broken hearted, Stella leaves home because Brandon’s
parents secretly pay her off. But watch what happens when Stella’s Back in Town! This
dramatic, fascinating, and entertaining tale proves love and fate are powerful,
irresistible forces.
No Marketing Blurb
Childhoods in Context offers a critical exploration of childhood, drawing attention to the
physical and social contexts of children's lives. Through accounts of home and family,
school, public spaces, and work, the contributors explore three key arguments:
childhood is always located somewhere—either in a place designed for children or
territories that children develop for themselves; childhood is experienced through
objects, people, places, and everyday routines; and childhood and adult identities are
relational—understandings of childhood are dependent on how adulthood is viewed.
Raising important questions about methodological approaches to understanding
childhoods in context, this book provides a framework for investigating wider questions
about childhood, including the power relationships between adults and children and the
influence of gender and inequality.
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